BELOVED EXILE

King Arthur is dead. Surrounded by traitors
and usurpers, Guinevere must defend the
empire she struggled so desperately to help
forge. Aided by the loyalty of Bedivere,
Gareth, Lancelot, and others from Arthurs
reign, she works toward settling her uneasy
nation. But when faced with unthinkable
treachery, Guinevere is swept into a life
she never understood, driven to the depths
of servitude to a bold Saxon who is
unaware of her true identity. Much like
Arthur, he is an idyllic dreamer with a
magnificent mind. With him, she discovers
more of humanity than she ever imagined!
And we see Guinevere for all she is:
brilliant
leader,
shrewd
schemer,
compassionate ruler, heartless tyrant, lover,
warrior, slaveand always, always a Queen.
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